
 

 
 
 

 

 
RAFOC REMINISCENCES AND RAMBLINGS - WEEK 181 

22nd SEPTEMBER 2023 
GREETINGS: 
 

The annual Battle of Britain service was held at Westminster Abbey today to commemorate the 
83rd anniversary of this crucial battle in World War II. 

       

The Battle of Britain took place between 10th July to 31st October 1940 and was the first decisive 
battle in history fought entirely in the air. 544 fighter command aircrew were killed during the Battle 
of Britain and 312 RAF personnel were killed on the ground, as RAF stations were often targets for 
Luftwaffe bombing. On 15th September 1940 the Luftwaffe launched a massive assault in the skies 
over Britain. It was a day of heavy fighting, and the Luftwaffe suffered significant casualties. It was 
a decisive defeat for the Luftwaffe, and since then this date has been commemorated as ‘Battle of 
Britain Day’ – a dramatic turning point in both the battle itself, and the history of the Second World 
War. “As we come together to remember and give thanks, we pay tribute to the brave men and 
women who served in the Battle of Britain. Their courage and legacy continue to shape today's 
Royal Air Force. Their sacrifice and achievements remind us that standing together and staying 
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resolute are key as we protect the United Kingdom”. Air Chief Marshal Sir Rich Knighton, 
Chief of Air Staff (RAF News) 
The Central Band of the RAF provided musical support to the service. Incidental music before the 
service included Ad Astra by Hingley, Per Ardua Ad Astra by Mealor, arr Read and The Lord's Prayer 
by Malotte, arr Morrell. During the Service, the Band joined the organ in leading the hymns and 
Corporal Ben Murray sounded the Last Post and Reveille as part of the Act of Remembrance from 
high up in the organ loft. Following the Service, as the guests retired, the Band played Days of Glory 
by Harvey arr Hingley followed by Walton's Spitfire Prelude. 
 

This year marks the 83rd anniversary of the Battle of Britain, a pivotal moment in World War II when the Royal Air Force 
defended the United Kingdom against relentless enemy airstrikes. 
 

   
 

The Battle of Britain saw the RAF facing off against the formidable German Luftwaffe in a series of 
intense aerial clashes over British skies. This period of combat showcased the RAF's unyielding 
spirit, exceptional skill, and unwavering commitment to safeguarding their homeland. Using science, 
ingenuity, and support from across the UK and overseas, the RAF defended the UK from Nazi 
Germany’s air force. It was the first major battle fought entirely in the air, and Nazi Germany’s first 
major military defeat. This victory was made possible by the hard work and determination of 'The 
Many', to the courage and sacrifice of 'The Few' - the 2,945 RAF aircrew who faced the Luftwaffe 
from July to October 1940. Fast forward to the modern day, the RAF remains a stalwart symbol of 
the United Kingdom's defence capabilities. Today, the RAF's mission includes conducting Quick 
Reaction Alert (QRA) operations, a vital component of the nation's defence strategy, at RAF 
Coningsby in Lincolnshire and RAF Lossiemouth in Scotland. In an era where new threats can 
emerge rapidly, QRA serves as a testament to the RAF's adaptability and readiness to protect the 
nation's airspace. 
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BATTLE OF BRITAIN VS. MODERN- DAY QRA: 
 

Enemy Threats: In the Battle of Britain, the enemy was a foreign air force, the German Luftwaffe. 
Today, the RAF faces diverse and evolving threats, including potential hostile aircraft and unknown 
drones. This illustrates the RAF's modern versatility and its commitment to adapt to changing 
security challenges. 
Technology Advancements: During the Battle of Britain, aircraft technology was limited compared 
to today's advanced fighter jets. The modern RAF employs cutting-edge technology and surveillance 
systems to detect, intercept, and respond to potential threats swiftly. 
National Unity: The Battle of Britain brought the nation together, with civilians supporting the RAF 
effort through the darkest days of the war. Similarly, the RAF's QRA operations reflect the enduring 
spirit of unity and resilience in the face of threats to national security. 
Training and Readiness: While RAF pilots in the Battle of Britain showcased remarkable skill and 
bravery, today's RAF personnel undergo rigorous training and maintain constant readiness, 
ensuring they are always prepared to respond to any potential threat. 
 

SAILOR MALAN: 
 

This weekend marked the 60th Anniversary of Sailor Malan’s death on 17 September 1963. There 
was a commemorative lecture by his niece, Dr Yvonne Malan, on his life and legacy. (See below).             
We hope to entertain her as our guest on a future occasion. The lecture titled “I Fear No Man”, 
delves into the life and achievements of Sailor Malan. Beyond his accolades in aerial combat during 
World War Two, Sailor Malan was a beacon of hope and resilience, and one of the earliest anti-
apartheid advocates who also founded the famous Torch Commando. This event promises a 
comprehensive look into his life, celebrating his immense contributions both in the air and on the 
ground in the fight for justice and equality. A recently released South African documentary by 
Desmond Naidoo, to which RAFOC contributed, “Sailor Malan, Freedom Flyer” recounts the story 
of a simple Afrikaner farm boy from South Africa rising to become the outstanding ace Spitfire fighter 
pilot during the Second World War.  

     
 

There is an interview by John Maytham of Cape Talk of Nicholas Dall, co-author of a book on famous 
and influential South Africans on the topic at: 
https://www.capetalk.co.za/articles/484203/who-was-sailor-malan-and-why-has-he-been-erased-from-our-history. 
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SUBMARINE DISASTER: 
 

Three dead, five rescued in SA Navy submarine disaster off Kommetjie, Cape Town. 
The accident came after a weekend of high winds and rough seas and a South African Weather 
Service warning of damaging waves in Cape Town on Wednesday. 
 

The South African navy submarine SAS ’Manthatisi in Hout Bay on 20 September 2023 after the 
disaster off Kommetje, Cape Town. (Photo: Gallo Images / Brenton Geach) 
 

 
 

SPRINGBOK TACTICS: 

                
 

When Dick Fosbury jumped over a bar backwards in the high jump in the 1960s, the sporting world 
was aghast. It was against the spirit of the sport, said the establishment. Now everyone does it. 
When England’s fast bowlers peppered the Australian great Don Bradman with bouncers in what 
became known as the ‘bodyline series’, it was decried as being against the spirit of the game. By 
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the 1970s Australia and the West Indies broke bones and cracked heads with a barrage of fast 
bowlers and were praised for it. 
There are dozens of examples of this – from controversial aerodynamics in F1 to increase 
downforce, to the winged keel on Australia II in the 1983 America’s Cup. 
Innovators in sport always start out by bending the existing laws and challenging the ‘spirit of the 
sport’ before setting a benchmark that others follow. 
Gaining an edge: Almost every week it seems, ‘RasNaber,’ the collective noun for Rassie Erasmus 
and Jacques Nienaber, exasperate and confound the rugby establishment. And this week, they’ve 
done it again. Colour-coded lights from high in the stands? Check. Four scrumhalf’s chosen in a 
match-day 23? Check. The duo might be edgy, even mavericks (which is why we like them at DM), but at 
the core, they really are innovators. They don’t accept the status quo. They don’t sit back and bow 
to the establishment. Instead, they dig into the lawbook and find a way to gain an edge. 
RasNaber introduced the concept of the 6/2 split between forwards and backs, giving rise to the 
famed ‘Bomb Squad’. It was frowned upon in 2019, now almost every top team has done it at some 
stage. They took a hooker (Schalk Brits) and made him a flank, and they introduced first-half tactical 
substitutions. So far, no one has followed that innovation on a regular basis. 
The Boks were labelled ‘boring’ when they took tactical kicking to extremes, with forwards forming 
a chain of protection for the scrumhalf to have ample time to launch a contestable kick. Now every 
team does it. 
The pair carried on testing the limits of the laws with further innovations, such as Erasmus being a 
water-carrier, essentially to send messages on to the field in real time during the tempestuous 2021 
series against the British & Irish Lions. This year they selected seven forwards on the bench against 
the All Blacks when Willie le Roux pulled out during the warm-up at Twickenham. As if that wasn’t 
enough, they then introduced all seven forwards to the game at precisely the same time. Never has 
rugby seen almost the entire pack substituted out of a game simultaneously. 
It led to some hysterical overreaction by some scribes but also drew admiration from the likes of 
Eddie Jones, who was, and maybe still is, one of the most innovative coaches in the professional 
era. “Tradition maybe says that the bench is 5/3, but that doesn’t mean it’s right,” Jones said 
following the seven-forwards incident at Twickenham. “If you are going to play a heavy, dominant 
forward game, why wouldn’t you have more forward players on the bench? I applaud South Africa 
for being so bold and courageous in the way they want to play. That is great innovation.” 
This week RasNaber have introduced the latest innovation – flashing lights from the coaches’ box 
and selecting four scrumhalf’s in the 23-man squad to face Romania. 
First the lights. Nienaber was quizzed about it after the Boks’ 18-3 victory against Scotland in 
Marseille. He dead-batted the inquisitor, from the UK, knowing what was coming. Nienaber said it 
had been done before, that it was too noisy to get proper messages via radio and that it wasn’t 
against the rules. I imagine World Rugby’s laws department has been poring over the fine print this 
week. 
The inclusion of four scrumhalf’s in the RWC 2023 was perplexing and although all four – Cobus 
Reinach, Faf de Klerk, Grant Williams and Jaden Hendrikse – will play against Romania, it still 
remains slightly mysterious. But right on cue there has already been social media grumbling that the 
Boks are somehow disrespecting the game and Romania by choosing four halfbacks, with two of 
them out of position. I don’t know about you, but having Williams on the field in any position is 
exciting. He made his Test debut against Wales in 2022 on the wing and will start in the No 14 jersey 
against Romania. The idea of Williams in some space and at pace, should be a rugby fan’s dream. 
That’s the beauty of innovation. You don’t know you want it until someone makes it. 
Enjoy the rugby. (Daily Maverick) 
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CHEERS FOR NOW: 
 

This was a busy week, with the Battle of Britain lunch last Friday, the Battle of Britain Memorial 
Service on Sunday, and the Sailor Malan 60th Anniversary Commemoration in Kimberley. Oh Yes, 
and with some Rugby thrown into the mixture as well… 
Saturday coming promises a humdinger of a match between Ireland, defending their title, and the 
Springboks equally determined to lift that title… watch this space. 
Our next function is the October Ordinary lunch, 12h30 for 13h00 on Friday 6 October 2023 at 
Wanderers, provisionally a Tribute to Sailor Malan. 
 

TAILPIECE: 

THE IRONY OF THIS COUNTRY  
These four men together gave the South African government over R4.6 billion in donations to help 
businesses with the Covid-19 pandemic. Pretty generous right? Here comes the irony... White 
people made donations. While White people will not receive donations. Based on the fact that they 
are, indeed, White. 
Another piece of Irony. Patrice Motsepe made a 20% donation of what these four men donated. 
President Cyril Ramaposa thanked the Motsepe family 4 times on National Live TV and streaming 
programs for his donation. Not thanking, or even mentioning the Rupert family, Oppenheimer family, 
Michiel Le Roux or Koos Bekker (who by the way made the biggest contribution of them all, R1.5 
billion) in any of his speeches. Ironic, isn’t it?  
Let’s keep this going... in the President’s speeches, he goes to thank all farm workers. He didn’t 
once thank our FARMERS for their efforts to provide us with food during this time. Coincidence? I 
will let you be the judge of that one.  
So, is that all the white man did in this difficult time for our country? Let me think... 
There is the Pick n Pay initiative, the “Feed the Nation” Covid-19 relief fund that provides food and 
hygiene products to vulnerable South Africans during the lockdown. Where PnP CEO, Richard 
Brasher and PnP founder Raymond Ackerman (MHDSRIP), started this fund off with R5 million 
donations out of their own pockets. Brasher is donating half his salary to this fund.  
What about Outsurance owner Willem Roos, that generously donated R 29 million for food parcels, 
protective equipment and business rescue funds to South Africa?  
CEO of Investec, Hendrik Du Toit made a R 5 million donation for food parcels. He also invested in 
several initiatives like hospitals, education training, investment opportunities and protective gear 
such as hand sanitisers, masks, gloves etc.  
Noel Doyle, CEO of Tiger Brands, donated resources to feed over 30 000 families a day. These 
families receive 2 meals every day.  
Douw Steyn also donated R320 million  
Even Donald Trump (the whitest man in the world) and the American government, donated R410 
million to South Africa’s Covid-19 relief fund.  
Should I go on???? 
So, to sum all this up. The white man’s efforts are gladly accepted by the government, but the white 
man is not entitled to these funds. Oh, the irony. 
This is scandalous, to say the least. White people suffer as badly!!!! 
This is the most racist country in the world South Africa! Please share my post anywhere and 
everywhere!!!!!  
Cindy Lee Vogel, “Casting Out Deceptions” 
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